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The astrophysical origins of ∼3 nm-diameter meteoritic nanodiamonds can be inferred from the ratio of
C/ C12 13 . It is essential to achieve high spatial and mass resolving power and minimize all sources of signal

loss in order to obtain statistically significant measurements. We conducted atom-probe tomography on
meteoritic nanodiamonds embedded between layers of Pt. We describe sample preparation, atom-probe
tomography analysis, 3D reconstruction, and bias correction. We present new data from meteoritic na-
nodiamonds and terrestrial standards and discuss methods to correct isotopic measurements made with
the atom-probe tomograph.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Grains are identified as presolar based on significant deviations
from the terrestrial ratios of stable isotopes such as C/ C12 13 (e.g.
Fig. 1). These isotopic anomalies are large enough that they can
only be explained by extrasolar nucleosynthetic processes.
Therefore it is believed that, unlike the vast majority of solar
system material, presolar grains survived isotopic homogenization
in the early solar nebula. The sources of presolar grains are iden-
tified by comparing these anomalies to those predicted by models
and observed by astronomers. These grains are used to probe
various stellar processes in stars and the interstellar medium (ISM)
[1].

The first presolar grain type was discovered in 1987, when an
abundant phase of nanodiamond separated from meteorites [2]
was identified as the carrier of trace-element isotopic anomalies
associated with nucleosynthetic processes that occur in super-
novae. Of all known presolar grain types, nanodiamonds are the
most abundant (∼1400 ppm [1]) but also the smallest (∼3 nm
diameter [3]), posing unique analytical challenges. Secondary ion
mass spectrometry (SIMS) is used extensively in presolar grain
research, as it offers high mass resolving power and high spatial
resolution (e.g. down to 50 nm for the Cameca NanoSIMS 50 em-
ployed at Washington University in St. Louis) – excellent for
is).
analysis of multiple isotopes in m scaleμ − grains, but inadequate
for analysis of individual nm-scale grains.

In light of this limitation, we have been analyzing meteoritic
nanodiamonds and terrestrial nanodiamond standards using
atom-probe tomography (APT) [4–6]. Our scientific goal is to de-
termine the origins of the nanodiamonds by determining what, if
any, anomalies exist in the C isotopes of the nanodiamonds. In
bulk (millions of nanodiamonds) the isotopic ratios of the primary
element C [7] and the secondary element N [8] both average to
solar system values.

While supernovae were the first source to be suggested for
meteoritic nanodiamonds [2] and remain a viable explanation for
the origins of a subset of the nanodiamonds, other details have
been interpreted to indicate some nanodiamonds formed in the
ISM from passing supernova shockwaves [9], in the early Solar
System [10], and even in asymptotic giant branch stars [11].

It is possible that there are subpopulations of nanodiamonds
with a variety of anomalies that average to the solar system value
or are hidden by a majority of solar system-formed nanodiamonds.
Our experimental goal is to measure the C/ C12 13 isotopic ratios of
individual or small clusters ( 100< ) of nanodiamonds.

This work provides a step towards the development of standard
practices for future isotopic measurements, necessary for me-
teoritical [12] and geological [13] lines of research.
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Fig. 1. From [1], the unique distributions of C/ C12 13 isotopic ratios (logarithmic) for
various presolar grain types, measured by SIMS, and for Carbon stars, from astro-
nomical observations. Isotopic ratios can be used to identify and investigate the
presolar sources of the grains.
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2. Methods

2.1. Meteoritic nanodiamonds

Meteoritic nanodiamonds are separated from their host me-
teorites by acid dissolution and size sorting. The nanodiamonds
are damaged by acid treatment, with molecules such as H, COOH,
CH, and N bonding to free sites [14]; 25–50% of the atoms in an
average nanodiamond are within one atomic layer of the surface.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and shock formation have
both been proposed for the nanodiamonds based on TEM studies.
Twinning is detected in the nanodiamonds [3], and some fraction
of the residue is amorphous C sheets rather than nanodiamonds
[9].

We study nanodiamonds from the meteorite Allende CV3
provided by R.S. Lewis (separation DM) [14]. The hypothetical
“average” nanodiamond from Allende is assumed to be spherical,
3 nm in diameter, and contains ∼2500 atoms. The low number of
atoms will lead to large uncertainties in measured isotopic ratios.
However, anomalies in C isotopic ratios in other presolar grain
types, such as graphite and SiC, are known to range from ∼10 to
∼10 000. In addition, many microtips prepared by our method
contain several to 10s of nanodiamonds, improving the counting
statistics (but potentially diluting anomalies in individual grains).

For standards we use terrestrial nanodiamonds produced by
detonation. These nanodiamonds undergo acid treatment similar
to the meteoritic nanodiamonds [15].
2.2. Sample preparation

We fabricate Ni–Pt-nanodiamond–Pt–Ni multilayers for APT
analysis. We deposit 130–170 nm of Pt onto a cleaned Ni disk using
a Southbay Technology IBSe ion beam sputtering system. A steel
disk covered in Au foil containing the nanodiamond residue is
placed on one of the two ultrasonicating heads; the Pt-covered Ni
disk is placed on the other. While ultrasonicating, we pipet ∼50 μL
of deionized water onto the nanodiamond-residue on the Au foil.
After waiting several minutes, during which a significant portion
of the liquid evaporates, we micropipette a 2 μL aliquot of the
water onto the Ni disk. We return the Ni–Pt-nanodiamond mul-
tilayer to the IBSe and begin another ∼130 nm Pt deposition fol-
lowed by a top layer of Ni.

A roughly circular residue is left behind by the evaporating
droplets. Large clusters of nanodiamonds are visible in secondary
electron (SE) images. In some regions, cluster size and density falls
off gradually to vanishing at the inner and outer edges of the de-
posit, and it is in these regions where we create focused ion beam
(FIB) liftouts (e.g. Fig. 2) using an FEI Quanta dual-beam FIB. We
cover the surface of a 30 6 m area2× μ − liftout region with 150 nm
of protective Pt, deposited using the Ga ion beam to crack a pre-
cursor gas delivered to the sample by a gas injection system. Ion
beam mills are used to undercut the liftout, which is subsequently
attached to a micromanipulator and trimmed. The vacuum
chamber is then vented to allow us to actuate our custom sample
holder 90° to bring the deposition layer from horizontal to vertical
relative to the stage. Under high vacuum again, after more trim-
ming, slices of the liftout are mounted onto prefabricated Si mi-
cropost arrays using a “mortise and tenon” method. One liftout
typically produces 8 slices. We conduct ion beam mills 10–15° off
vertical, rotating the sample 90° about its long axis between each
mill. This creates a tetrahedral or pyramidal shape at the microtip.
The deposition layer runs through this pyramidal microtip. Finally,
a series of annular mills are conducted to create a ∼15–30 nm
radius microtip, ready for introduction into the atom-probe
tomograph.

2.3. Atom-probe tomography

We use the Cameca LEAP 4000X Si Atom Probe Tomograph at
Northwestern University. Atom-probe tomography [16–19, and
references therein] yields the 3D positions and mass-to-charge-
state ratios of ions from a ∼100 nm3 region with sub-nm spatial
resolution and atomic ppm concentration sensitivity. For run
parameters see Table 1. To reconstruct data from our APT runs we
use Cameca's IVAS 3.6.6 software [20]. We estimate the evapora-
tion field to be 39V nm�1. For this estimation we use the final
radius, calculated using SE images of microtips that survived APT,
and the final voltage for those microtips. For each microtip we can
then calculate the initial radius using this field estimate and the
starting voltage. We reconstruct the microtip profile by fitting to a
SE image of the sample prior to APT.

The evaporation field for diamond is not well known, but is
certainly much higher than Pt [21]. To minimize the uncertainty
generated by field inhomogeneity, we used slow evaporation rates
(0.1–1%) and control of the mass-to-charge-state ratio of Pt, which
is a good indicator of evaporation conditions. Time-constant
background can become a significant obstacle to resolving C13

peaks, so the lowest possible evaporation rate is not always
optimal.

The difference in the evaporation field between nanodiamond
and amorphous C is unknown. To date, we have not been able to
distinguish these two phases. For simplicity, we call all high
density C regions in our microtips nanodiamonds.



Fig. 2. Atom-probe tomograph microtip preparation procedure. (a) Nanodiamonds are deposited from a droplet and covered with layers of Pt and Ni. Large clusters of
nanodiamonds are visible around the rim of the deposition, pushing up the surface of the multilayer. (b) A 25 m∼ μ region of the deposit rim is lifted out with FIB milling.
(c) Slices of the trimmed, rotated liftout are attached to Si microposts with Pt deposition. (d) After Pt welding, initial sharpening creates a conical shape. (e) Pyramidal
sharpening reveals the Pt deposition layer (white), which contains large clusters of nanodiamonds (black). (f) After high- and low-kV annular sharpening, nanodiamond
clusters large enough to be resolved are located within a few hundred nm of the ∼20 nm radius microtip.
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A region of interest (ROI) is selected to exclude the vast ma-
jority of the Pt matrix and include the region with the nanodia-
monds (e.g. Fig. 3). We use this as the bulk data.

We use custom-defined range files to select peaks at 6, 6.5, 12,
and 13 amu (Fig. 4). It is clear from both anecdotal and informal
statistical evidence that the subjective nature of range selection
introduces significant variations into measurements of composi-
tion [22]. We therefore consistently used the following criteria to
define mass-to-charge-state ranges: Using a bin width of
0.01 amu, we define a peak to range from the bin where the peak
is twice the preceding noise to the bin where the peak first drops
below twice the preceding noise or where the tail encounters
another peak. Statistical error is propagated as we calculate the
noise contribution to each peak, subtract it, and then take the ratio
of C/ C12 13 for singly charged and doubly charged ions. Ref. [23]
compares this fitting method to one utilizing FWHM, and de-
monstrates that the two methods preserve similar instrumental
artifacts.

APT does not have the mass resolving power to distinguish the
CH12 + hydride from C13 +. The potential of H present on the surfaces

of the nanodiamonds, the tendency of H to migrate to grain
boundaries [24], and its presence in the high vacuum means that
there is the possibility of hydride formation during field eva-
poration. We assume that the formation of CH12 ++ is much less
probable, so the C / C12 13++ ++

ratio may be used as a correction. The
C charge-state ratio C / C12 12+ ++ typically falls between one and
three. We use a higher laser pulse fraction to bring this ratio closer
to one to improve counting statistics on C13 ++, which is typically
the smallest of the four peaks. We are limited, however, by ther-
mal instability in the tip.

C12
2
++

will interfere with C12 + at 12 amu. We do observe small

peaks at C12
2
+
and C C12 13 ++

(24 and 12.5 amu) in most of our data
sets, so this interference may be significant.

We also observe C3
12 ++ (18 amu), C3

12 + (36 amu), and the various
PtOC isotopologues. Calculations of isotopic ratios from peaks of
molecular ions is difficult since the peaks represent all
combinations of the isotopes in the molecule, sub-dividing the
signal (e.g. C2

+ will populate three peaks, at C2
12 +, C C12 13 +, and C2

13 +).

2.4. Multi-hit analysis

The atom-probe tomograph detector is position sensitive and
multipart, giving rise to potential deadtime, deadspace, and pile-
up signal loss in the event that multiple ions field evaporate and
are incident on the detector during the same detection window
between two laser pulses. Some authors do not explicitly differ-
entiate these effects (e.g., [25]) while others describe them as in-
dependent phenomena [26].

The deadtime effect occurs when electron cascades from two
different ions arrive at the delay lines at essentially the same place
and close enough together in time that the signals generated on
the delay lines cannot be resolved as two separate signals.

The deadspace effect occurs when two ions arrive at the mi-
crochannel plate at different times and positions, but the electron
cascade from the later-arriving ion induces a signal on a delay line
that overlaps with one of the signals produced by the electron
cascade from the earlier ion, causing the instrumentation to detect
only one electrical signal at that end of the delay line, while the
other end of the delay line may detect two separate signals. With
multiple delay-lines the capacity exists to deconvolve these
otherwise “partial” hits, so long as there are not too many ions
involved in the multi-hit.

Detector pileup occurs during any multi-hit event where two or
more pulse pairs are generated on a delay-line close enough to-
gether in time that there is more than one solution for the impact
times and positions of the ions. The detector pileup capacity is
increased by adding more delay lines oriented along different axes.
To make an analogy to solving linear equations, this is the physical
equivalent of adding independent equations in a number of un-
known variables to resolve degeneracies due to the high number
of unknowns. If the detector pileup capacity is exceeded, none of
the ions that form the pileup event can be assigned a conclusive



Table 1

Experimental data. Uncertainties are 2s. Similar C / C12 12+ ++ values indicate similar field evaporation conditions. A## M## indicates the microtip analyzed.

Sample C / C12 12+ ++ C / C12 13+ + C / C12 13++ ++ T (K) E (pJ) Comments

Synthetic nanodiamonds
DND R06 17619 A61 M35 2.270.2 38715 (1772731044) 80 40 a,b

DND R06 17620 A61 M35 1.4370.06 72719 42710 80 40 b

DND R06 17621 A61 M34 7.371.1 33713 (837265) 80 40 a,b,c

DND R06 17626 A62 M04 2.970.1 76717 41711 55 80–100 b

DND R06 17629 A61 M31 1.970.3 20711 (49765) 55 70–90 a,b

DND R06 17967 A62 M35 1.370.1 54734 (47672483) 54 40 a,b,c

DND R06 17969 A53 M28 1.470.1 55711 55713 54 40 b

DND R06 17978 A62 M34 4.270.5 44721 (967143) 95 40 a,b,c

DND R06 18428 A64a M34 2.270.2 107754 50728 95 40–80 b

DND R06 19586 A69 M12 3.970.3 45711 (120790) 95 80 a

DND R06 19587 A69 M11 1.8070.07 46717 70744 95 80
DND R06 19589 A69 M12 4.770.3 4379 55733 95 80
DND R06 21153 A77 M33 5.270.4 65716 72743 95 80
DND R06 21155v02 A77 M35 2.070.2 42722 36724 95 80
DND R06 21155v03 A77 M35 3.5470.06 8177 5477 95 80
DND R06 21157 A77 M30 3.270.1 80715 72729 95 80

Allende nanodiamonds
ADM R06 18430 A65a M06 1.7370.06 61712 84726 95 40–100 b

ADM R06 18436 A65a M05 1.0770.06 137766 69725 95 40 b

ADM R06 18437 A65a M04 1.5270.04 6079 55711 95 40–80 b

ADM R06 19314 A62 M07 1.6770.1 84738 93759 95 60
ADM R06 19315 A62 M08 1.2570.07 84734 74732 95 80
ADM R06 19354 A62 M10 1.570.2 1979 23716 95 60
ADM R06 19557 A70 M25 1.5470.04 84714 59710 95 60
ADM R06 19559 A70 M25 1.6370.03 7278 5276 95 60–80
ADM R06 19565 A70 M07 2.1270.07 66711 57714 60 80
ADM R06 19566 A70 M33 1.1770.05 69720 52714 60 80
ADM R06 19567 A70 M33 2.1970.04 88710 70711 60 80
ADM R06 19568 A70 M34 1.6370.05 99722 52711 60 60
ADM R06 19572 A70 M35 1.8370.07 80716 59715 95 80
ADM R06 20159 A78 M05 5.070.3 71718 40717 95 80
ADM R06 20163 A78 M12 5.670.3 4478 1287105 95 80
ADM R06 21164 A78 M25 7.470.2 5975 65716 95 80
ADM R06 21179 A78 M30 3.770.1 69710 67723 95 80
ADM R06 21180 A78 M29 3.470.3 78733 (1597192) 95 80 a,c

a No significant C13 ++ counts.
b Datasets previously included in [4], here presented with updated ROIs and deadtime corrections.
c Too few multi-hits to deadtime correct.

Fig. 3. Cross-sections of 3D reconstructions of six microtips, displaying C (black) and Pt (orange) ions. Scale bars are 20 nm. Only a fraction of the Pt ions are displayed. Run
number and cross-section depth are noted beneath each reconstruction. See Table 1 for the isotopic data corresponding to each run number. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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time-of-flight. The detector pileup capacity for our instrument is
15 ions in a 2 sμ window. The maximum number of ions detected
in a 2 sμ window in any of our data sets is 14, therefore it is un-
necessary to correct for detector pileup.

We use iterative proportional fitting to correct for the deadtime
effect upon pairs of ions of the same mass-to-charge-state ratio. By
recording the number of multi-hit ion pairs detected at the
intersection of the C mass-to-charge-state ratio ranges at 6, 6.5, 12,
and 13 amu, we build a correlation table with populations of de-
tected pairs pij after [25]. We use all combinations of ions in the
multi-hit as pairs, not just the first two. Originally the entries
above the diagonal x¼y will be empty, since the order of the pair
is based on arrival order. For the correlation table, we shift half the
pairs detected in pij to populate pji. Thus, the matrix is ensured to



Fig. 4. Logarithmic mass spectrum from dataset R06 19567 from 5 to 15 amu (bin size 0.01 amu). C peaks are in black. Noise measurement ranges are in light gray. Other
visible peaks include Nþ and Nþ þ at 14 and 7 amu, Alþ þ and Alþ þ þ at 13.5 and 9 amu, and C C12 13 ++

at 12.5 amu.

Fig. 5. 2D mass spectrum of multi-hit pairs from R06 19565 from 5 to 14 amu (bin
size 0.05�0.05 amu). Hotspots indicate correlated evaporation of two ion species.
Detection on the line of equal mass-to-charge-state (diagonal) is suppressed by
detector deadtime. Detection above the line of equal mass-to-charge-state is un-
likely since the lighter mass in a pair should almost always arrive at the detector
first. Horizontal and vertical distributions of multi-hits indicate where one ion in
the pair field evaporates at roughly the peak of the thermal pulse and the other ion
field evaporates later. Diagonal distributions of multi-hits represent pairs that
evaporated together but after the laser pulse.
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be symmetric across the diagonal. Then the probability of a pair of
C ions containing an ion of species k as the first/second ion is

P k
p

p

p

p
n
N

j kj

ij ij

i ik

ij ij

k( ) =
∑ ( )

∑ ( )
=

∑ ( )
∑ ( )

=

where nk is the number of pairs that contain an ion of species k as
the first/second ion, depending on whether summation is over
column/row (for our symmetrized matrix the two values will al-
ways be equal). N is the sum of the matrix, which is the number of
pairs detected.

The expectation values for the number of pairs of each com-
bination is then

e P i j N P i P j N
n n

N
,ij

i j= ( ) = ( ) ( ) =

where i/j are summed over row/column.
We correct the diagonal elements, pii, iteratively, calculating

expectation values based on all the elements, adjusting expecta-
tion values of the diagonals, and repeating the process until the
expectation values on subsequent iterations change by less than
some small value. This is the iterative proportional fitting method
introduced by [27] and taken from [28], here applied to the cor-
rection of APT data for the first time. This method converges
quickly for most data sets, given that the sets have enough multi-
hit detections.

2D mass-to-charge-state ratio histograms of ion pairs are useful
for visualization of instrumental signal loss. They can also indicate
where the field evaporation of an ion of a particular species is
correlated; that is, where the evaporation of an ion of one species
during a detection window significantly changes the probability of
an ion of the same or a different species field evaporating during
the same detection window (Fig. 5).
3. Results and discussion

We calculated C/ C12 13 ratios and uncertainties for 16 detonation
nanodiamond (DND) standard and 18 Allende nanodiamond
(ADM) data sets. Table 1 summarizes these data. Of these, 9 DND
and 3 ADM datasets were originally reported in [4] and are pre-
sented here with new ROI selections and deadtime corrections. We
exclude data collected prior to the most recent major hardware
upgrade to the atom-probe tomograph, which is described in [4].

Fig. 6 plots C / C12 13+ +
vs. C / C12 13++ ++

, where we include only those

data sets that have statistically meaningful C / C12 13+ +
and

C / C12 13++ ++
ratios. We integrated counts to calculate the mean ra-

tios, and also calculated the weighted standard error of the mean
and weighted standard deviation for our data (Table 2).
3.1. Unidentified experimental biases

The standards in Fig. 6 demonstrate a significant experimental
bias with two effects:
(1)
 the measured C/ C12 13 ratio is lower than the known terrestrial
C/ C12 13 ratio of ∼89 [29], and

+ + ++ ++

(2)
 the C / C12 13 ratio is larger than the C / C12 13 ratio.
Effect (1) can only be produced by a bias in at least two peaks –
one singly charged-C-ion peak and one doubly charged-C-ion
peak. Effect (2) could result from a bias in just one of the four C
peaks used for isotope calculations.

While we anticipate bias from hydride interference at C13 +, this
would result in the calculation of a C / C12 13+ +

ratio lower than the

calculated C / C12 13++ ++
ratio – the opposite of the observed effect.

Therefore we assess that hydride interference is minor compared
to this unidentified instrumental bias.

Another bias capable of fractionating the measured isotopes is
the detector deadtime effect. If our corrections, made with a small
number of counts, underestimated the deadtime effect, the result
will be the apparent depletion of the most abundant isotope, C12 ,



Fig. 6. Graphical summary of C/ C12 13 isotopic ratios determined by APT. Each data
point represents the ratios of counts from an individual microtip. Errors are twice
the uncertainty for each data point, based on counting statistics. Dashed lines mark
the terrestrial C/ C12 13 ratio of ∼89 [29]. The solid diagonal line indicates where
equal ratios for singly and doubly charged C ions lie. Large open ellipses denote 2s
about the mean, small closed ellipses denote 2 xσ ¯ about the mean.

Table 2
Mean data for detonation nanodiamonds and Allende nanodiamonds, including
standard error of the mean xσ ¯ , representative of the precision of our measurement
of the mean value, and standard deviation s, which represents the scatter in the
data about that mean.

Data subset ⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

C

C
2 x

12

13
σ± ( )

+

+ ¯

(2s)7(2δs) ⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

C

C
2 x

12

13
σ± ( )

++

++ ¯

(2s)7(2δs)

DND 6774 4978 5375 2076
ADM 6973 4073 5973 2474
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compared to the less abundant isotope, C13 , resulting in too low a
measurement of both C isotopic ratios – observed effect (1) – but
also a C / C12 13+ +

ratio lower than the C / C12 13++ ++
ratio – as with

hydride interference, the opposite of effect (2). On the other hand,
the deadtime effect will be greater for Cþ þ ions compared to Cþ

ions because the Cþ þ ions have a smaller time of flight, and
therefore smaller scatter in time of flight for multiple ions with the
same mass-to-charge-state ratio. Therefore it is unclear whether
or not effect (2) can be caused by the detector deadtime effect, but
effect (1) could be if we are losing a large fraction of the C signal.
To restore our standard measurements to the expected terrestrial
values require a minimum unanticipated signal loss of 20% for C12 +

and 40% for C12 ++. Multi-hit analysis reveals that C evaporates in a
highly correlated manner. While an average of 10% of all DND ions
and 13% of all ADM ions are detected as part of a multi-hit, 38% of
C DND ions and 40% of C ADM ions arrive as part of a multi-hit.
Therefore, while we have implemented deadtime corrections, it is
possible that we are underestimating the C signal loss.

Indeed, the observed atomic density of nanodiamonds is lower
than expected by as much as a factor of 10. For comparison, the
measured density of the Pt matrix is typically within a few percent
of the known value after correction for the known 57% maximum
detection efficiency of the atom-probe tomograph. There are,
however, at least three other factors that may contribute to the
low measured density of C. One is that we may be measuring
amorphous C associated with the nanodiamonds, which is less
dense than diamond; however, the difference should only be a few
percent. Another factor is that the high evaporation field of dia-
mond can lead to preferential evaporation and trajectory aberra-
tions [30], resulting in a local magnification effect, an over-
estimation of the volume of the nanodiamonds, and thus an un-
derestimation of their density: The evaporation field of carbon is
not well known, but may be estimated to be 103 V nm�1 [21],
2.6 times our estimation of the overall field. Trajectory aberration
could therefore cause a 2.6� overestimation of the x and y di-
mensions of a nanodiamond, yielding a ∼7� overestimation of
volume and underestimation of density. Finally, it is possible that
entire clusters of C atoms field evaporate at once and are lost.

Quantum tunneling at low ( 140 K< ) temperatures has been
experimentally shown to produce a lower ratio of B / B10 11++ ++

compared to B / B10 11+ + [31]. While this is similar to effect (2), our
experiments employ thermal pulsing, which raises the tempera-
ture several hundred K [32], well above 140 K. In addition, the
magnitude of the bias reported for quantum tunneling is only
large enough to account for roughly one-third of the observed bias
in our data.

C2
++ contribution at 12 amu could, under certain circumstances,

result in a higher C / C12 13+ +
ratio compared to C / C12 13++ ++

, ex-

plaining effect (2): the ratio of diatomic C ions C C12 12 ++
/ C C13 13 ++

will be much greater than C / C12 13+ +
because of combination sta-

tistics. If these diatomic C ions contribute to the peaks at 12 amu
they will weight the measured C / C12 13+ +

ratio towards a higher

value. We observe small C C12 13 ++
peaks in most of our data sets,

but we do not observe C C12 13 4+
at 6.25 amu (or any C2

4+ in data sets
without C1

++ peaks, where the isotopologues would be free of
interferences).

The systematic error that lowers our measured standard ratios
from the terrestrial value, effect (1), is also present in microtips
produced by [4], but effect (2) is not consistently reproduced. Heck
et al. use two additional sample preparation techniques, one with
nanodiamonds in a horizontal layer through the microtip on top of
Si, covered in cobalt, the other with nanodiamonds on the exterior
of a presharpened Si micropost. We surmise that the instrumental
bias producing effect (1) is not a result of the C–Pt interaction or
the effect of a vertical deposition layer, but effect (2) could be.

3.2. Isotopic anomalies

What these two biases do not obscure is that the meteoritic
mean ratio is similar to but possibly slightly higher than the
standard mean ratio. See Table 2 and Fig. 6 for mean data. In all
previous SIMS bulk studies the meteoritic nanodiamonds have had
the same C/ C12 13 ratio as terrestrial material. However, for the
small numbers of nanodiamonds we are studying, it is possible
that we will uncover isotopic anomalies whose signals would be
diluted in bulk studies. C / C12 13++ ++

shows a high probability of
small depletions in C13 for Allende nanodiamonds on the mean.
The depletion is not statistically significant in C / C12 13+ +

however,
so further investigation is warranted to increase the precision of
the calculated mean values.

For the meteoritic nanodiamonds the mean value could be the
mean of sampling multiple populations of nanodiamonds, each
with its own isotopic distribution. Therefore the standard devia-
tion, s, as a measure of the scatter of the datasets, is of great in-
terest. If the scatter of the meteoritic nanodiamonds is sig-
nificantly greater than that of the standards it would be evidence
of nanodiamond sub-populations containing isotopic anomalies.

In the present data set, the calculated standard deviation of the
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ADMs is close to that of the DNDs. The uncertainty in the standard
deviation (δσ) is high enough that, even ignoring systematic errors,
there is a significant probability ( 5%> ) that the unequal measure-
ments do not reflect a difference between the real distributions
from which we are taking our samples.

If large isotopic anomalies are contained in a single microtip,
the corresponding data point may be detected as an outlier many
standard deviations from the mean. The only data point with
greater than 2s deviation in both C / C12 13+ +

and C / C12 13++ ++
is ADM

R06 19354, which is highly enriched in C13 . However, the C/ C12 13

ratio of the terrestrial C contaminating the sputter-deposited Pt
matrix in this microtip has a similarly low C/ C12 13 ratio. While this
prevents us from drawing conclusions about the origins of the
nanodiamonds in this microtip, we can conclude that the instru-
mental biases at work are not exclusively affecting C in nanodia-
mond form. It also demonstrates the necessity of microtip-by-
microtip normalization. Simply averaging a number of standard
data sets cannot provide a sufficient normalization for our
samples.
4. Conclusions

We have measured a statistically significant set of small ( 100< )
clusters of nanodiamonds with the atom-probe tomograph. Data
from standards reveal two instrumental artifacts affecting our
isotopic measurements of nanodiamonds and C dispersed
throughout the Pt matrix. Carbon experiences highly correlated
field evaporation, leading to deadtime effects that can bias ratios
and abundances. We implement iterative proportional fitting, but
due to a small number of counts we may be underestimating the
deadtime effect. Interference from diatomic C ions may also con-
tribute to ratio bias. Data from meteoritic nanodiamonds does not
reveal significant isotopic anomalies relative to standards.
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